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Three studies on teacher planning procedures are
described and synthesizeda survey, a laboratory study, and a series
of case studies. The primary qoAl of this research was to determine
how teachers plan classroos activities, why they plan in certain

'ways, and what is the relationship between teacher planning and
teaching effectiveness. a survey of teacher planning practices was
.conducted to find out how teachera in general view the process of
planning. Teachers described the various kind'eof planning' they
:Roust in, factors that affect their planniuq, and the .reasons for
which they engage in planning at vasious levele. In the laboratory
study of teacher planning, the ways ,in which teacher judgient is used

\to select teaching activities was investigated* In a field study of
\teacher ;laming, case studies were made to trace the entire process
pf planning from.inception, through elab3ration and adaptation "of the
tklan.to fit a particular class, to implementation of the plan, and,
fnally, evaluation of the entire process. GIDI
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0 Jeachers' thoughts and decisions are the focus *of studies currently
, ..

.

. . ,

-under way at Michigan State Universityls Institute for.Researcy on Teadr ..--

ing (IRT). The IRT, founded in April 1976-witp a $3.6 million grant from

the National Institute of Education, has major.projects invegtigating

teacher decision-Making, including studies of reading diagnosis:and reme-

diaLion, classrogm management strategiesinstruction in the areas of Ian-
.

0
guage arts, seading and mathematics, teacher education, teacher planning.,

effects of external pressures.on teachers' decisions, and teachers' percep-
.

tions of student affec_. ReSearchers from many different disciplines co-

operate in IRT research. In addition, public school teachers work` at IRT.

as half-time collaborators'in esearch, helping tn eesign-and plan studies,

A

colleet data, and analyze restilts. The Initlte publishes research reports,

confrence proceedinv, occasional paPers, and a frie quarterly newsletter

for practitioners. For more information or to be placed on the IRT mailing

list please write.)o: -The Iii_Eilitor,,252--Ertekson, MSU-,-East-Lansing,Hich----

igan 48824.

Direetor: . Lee. S. Shulman

Algociate Director: Judith E. Lanier t
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Three Studies of Teacher Planning
1

ChristoOber M. Clatk and Ibbert J. Yinger2

An Overview of Reiearch on Teacher Thinkitig

Behavioral".scientistv have long been fascinated by the question:

What makes a good, teacher? Many variations of ,this basic;question,occur

in the literature of teacheix-effectiveness research. Behaviorists isk

which.teacher behaviors are systematically and causally related to student
v.

achievement. Researchers on the psychology of personality ask which--

,

personality,types are highly correlated with measures of teaching

effectivenees. Aptitude-treatment interaction researcheri ask what

tYpes of instructional treatment are most effective with different

types of students.

Pe many _forms of the teacher effectiveness question have a few

features-in common. First,.the research objective ls to discover "laws"

about the relationship between teacher behavior and student achievement.

Researchers expect.these.laws to be appiiLble over a wide range of

circumstances. Seand -there is an emphasis on observable behaviors._

particUlarly that of the teacher. Third,'teacher effectiveness researchers

ten&to separate the act of.teaching into nany component parts or

variables for analysis. Most experimental designs permit examination of
v..

only a.very few of these va#ables in any singlie.studY. Finally, the

generally accepted criterion for validity of research findings-is the

replication of those findings in subsequent tesearch studies.

.1Papar pres ted to the American Educational Resaarch Association,
San Francisco, 197

4 .

2
Chri8topher M.\Clark.is projutt coordinator for IRT's Teacher Plannini

Study., Robert J* Yinger,-4 former JET research associate, ill au assistant
framaot im the. Callagoof Education at the Univstsity of Cincinnati. .
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Researchers have learned *.a great deal from the yarious _forms of

.

teaching effectiveness research.. Teacher effectiveness reaearchers

have described classroom interactOn systemaiically ansf in great detail.

These descriptions document thegreat natural variation in,what teachers

do, and training experiments reveal a great.deal a6out how to change add

shape thisteacher behavior. But multiple studies of a few teacher

behavior'variables haVe tprned up inconsistent-results, and no general

laws have eberged.

Yet despite *this situation, many teaching effectrveness researchers .

iemain undiscOuraged.. Attempts haveieen made to re-interpret this body

of literature using statistical techniques such AS meta-analysis (Glads,

:1976; Petertion, 1972), .in which the results of Many different studies of'

ostensibly the same variables are combined to permit.more general.and

global conclusions than are possible from indiVidual studies. Others

(e.g., Brophy & Good, 1974) advocate greater sophistication in classroom

observation; Instruments, including the tracking of : 4'ividual students

in their interaction with teachers. Still others suggest that experimental .

rather than correlational research will sort out the Causal links

between teacher behavior and student achievement (Gage, 1978). The

teaChing-cffectiveness research going on todAy is far more sophisticated

than studies conductedifive or 10.years ago.

----- Other researchers on teaching have responded to the disappointments-
_

of teaching effectivenees,research in i different way. Instead of

J

advocating reffhemenx of:the well-established tqops of observatioo and .

analysis, these researchers have changed their basic question. Rather

than asking "What worksI" or "What works with whom?" this new school of

thought asks "What.is happellini here, and.why?"' The goal of this reseaich'

1.
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la understanding Why teachingAs as it is. This woek.is known aaNthe

co Ative information-processing approach to research on teaching (NIEL

Note 1), and also refprred to as research on teacher thinking. (For

a reView, see Clark 6 Yinger, 1977.) Theae researcheri hope that'by

looking at teaching as it is, they can achieve a more satisfying-and

4

useful understanding of\the forces that shape life in claisroOms.

It is much too early to.tell whether the cognitive information-
-.

procdasing approach will%prove to'be a powerful and useful.way to

4 , -

investigate and make sense of teaching and learning. But At is not to0

soon to describe the ways in which research on teaching has changed as

a result of a shift in the basic question being asled. These.changes are

summarized.below.

Research Topics. and Sites

In the"cognitive,informakiori-processing approach to research olC

teaching, there is a great deal.oT interest in .basic psychological processes

thought to 'occur in the teacher.'s mind that organize and direct his or

.her behavior. The implied model of teaching is that the teacher is a

rational and intelligent individual faced with a very complex situation.

-The way that a teacher or,any other rational agent deals with complexity
_ .

is.to simplify it in some ratio0al and adaptive way. In the language of

A.
cognitive psychcklogy, the teacher enters a complex task environment and

simplifiewit by defining some small ',Art of it as the problem awe

within which he or.she will work. The basic psychological processes

ihat affect how a teacher siMplifies a task environdent include judgmenti

decision making, attention, and short-term and long-term memory. Most, .'.,

0 \
of'these.basic processes hive been investigated in the psychology laboratory,

6'
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but none have been thoroughlY ptudied in real.istic and- complex educationaX

settings.

Basic psychological processes,. like teazher judgment and decision

making, do not operate-In a'vacuum. Researchers using the cognitive

* A

information-processing .approa h-must atnd to the psychological and

itti\t

*

eiological tontext,in which b. sic processes are embedded. Tke psychologi-

dltal context for teacher judgme t and,dicision map.ng is.made uireCthe

teacher's implicit theories, beliefs, and values about teaching and

learning. The ecological context inpludes all of the resources, external

circnmstances, administrative requirements, etc., that limit, facilitate,

and shape teacher and stndent thought and action.

. In looking for naturally-occurring circumstances in which basic

psychological processes ana implitit thedries might be seed in action,

researchers have been led to investigate.the psychology of teacher planning.

In the various kinds of planning that teachers do, there are opportunities

to study how their thoughts are translated into actioniddae,classroom.

This research has also led to long overdue attention to the so-called

'empty classroom' as opposed to the active classroom populated with

teacher and students.

Another site for research on teaching besides teacher planning in
. ,

4

:Itq various forms is the information processing that

occurs during classroom interaction. This'line of'research on teacher-
.

OP Interactive decision ma-king is concerned with &II., and under what-Conai- .

tions, teactiers decide to moaify or

while it ia under way. -Researchers

things, what the vital signs of the

abandon a course of instruction

seek to understand, among other

classroom are that teachers monitor

and use to'Organize, guide, and maintain the learning environment.-
. -

.0
a

13..
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-Finally, researchers on teacher thinkinetend Ito ohoose relatively

Oen kinds of task as promising research topics. For eximple, in our

research on teacher planning (Clark & 'ringer, in press),.it seems more

profitable to study teachers as they plan for tmching treativs

than to. study pianning for teaching reading or matheMaticii.

schbol settings in which we do our research, reading and mathematics

Curricula are largely prescribed and-embodied in commercially produced

materials andleavaing systems. Teacher"Olanning is largely eliminated

by the publishers and ailthOrs of these systems. In contrast, very little

curriculum material is available to support.the teaching of writing4 In
4

such an open situation, we have an opportunity to observe a wide range

of teachers' cognitive,behavior as they.plan, elaborate ideas, try them

out mentally, implement activities in the classroom, an4 revise, reject,

VT transform the.activities into routines.' Teacher tasks that are not

severely conSitrained by habit,-prescribed.materials, and procaures

provide the most rromising opportunities' for the cognitive inlormation-
o

processing approach.

Methods of Research

The cognitive information-processing approach to research on teaching

0
is generally toncerned with the mental processes

2
that are thought to

*

underlie-behavior. For this reason, teachers' selfreports of their

thought process often constitute the main source of data (see, for example,

AUs8iE4 thittendeu, & Amarel. 1976; Morine & Valiance, Note 2; Peterson

& Clark, 1978; Yinger, NOtt 3). Teachers' self-reports have been
P

obtained by interview and queitionnaire methods,-jOurnal

keePing, "think aloud" procedures in which a teacher is asked to verbalize

C.

',4,114
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allof his or her thoughts and diasions as they take place, and by

6

6 eMitimulated recall," in which teachers aic shown a videotape or other,
lor

record of their behavior and*.asked to recall and recreate themmental
- .

processes that,were taking.place at.the time the record was iade.
*

, 41 addition to teacher self-reports of various kinds, observation
6

'is an important method of investigation in this approach. Observations

of two general types are employed: (l). participant obtervation,.in
. S .

6

WhiC4 the observereparticipates'in and bccomes*a part of the social,

I

'phenomenon being studied, and (2).hon-participant observation,'in which

the observer attempts to be as unobtrusive and objective as Possible.

In the case of participant observation, a technique' borrawed from

anthropology, the researcher attempts to enter the subject's fr

reference to understand more completely the mental processes and t

relaiión between these mental processes and actio46 Non-participant

observation has been used to compare and conxiast teaCiling activiies

'that are planned with those*that arebactually carried out. ,Usually,:

non-participant observation is paired,with one or more of the teacher self-

report techniques dessribed above.

In addition to teachers' self-reports and varioui kinds of observation

techniques, reeparchers on teacher.judgment'and decision miking have borrowed

methods from the psycholtigical laboratory, emiecially policy-capturing

techniques using the lens model of Egon Brunswick.*(Hammorid, 1971; Rappoport

a Sommers, 1973). Attempts have also been made to write computer prograis

g0
that model the, decision-making behavior of teachers and expert:w4ing

diagnesticians VinsOnhale'r, Vote 4).

In generall*the Methods used in research on teacher thidking are phel,
6

nomenologicil in nature. The teacher and the researcher often find themselves,

6

6

9

^ e .
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acting g their ow instrimants..; There gra fey fecognised tests of the ;

. .

walidityor reliability ofthese-procedures and' techniques. 'The methods'eseit!
. . e ..

.

,
. -

to have a persuasive face validity, especially to experiencapractitioners. I.

, .. - .
.. . - .

But much work.remains to bp'done in develop44,*standardiaing, ancrimprovims.

these toolatfor learning about the mental Wee oe teachers.

.111

e Nature of the Results
a

it follows from the questions asked,' problems investigated, and methodi

'used in research on teacher thinking that the results of this work will be

primarilyodescriptions -- descriptions of teachers'.thoughts, theories,
1

decisions, and deliberations. 'Researchers on teacher thiOking do not search

.for. general laws of human behavior and behavior change. Rather, the main

benefit of describing the mental lives of teachers will be a set of

concepts

classroo

useful for thinking about, organizing, And paking sqpse of the

m world. This work could be called 'conceptual risearcb" rather

than de'aision-oriented or conclusion-oriented research.
es

This line of research, in addition to defining and creating concepts

useful for understanding teaching, produces portrayals of the formerly
6

hidden or inconsplcu6us aspects Of teachers' professional lives. Teaching

has beenscharacterized'as an isokated profession, particularly for teachers

in self-contsined classrooms. Much of what- is truly professional'in a%
.

teacher's lite is a private process of applying theoretical knowledge to

particular cusei, problems, and, situations. The classroom observer sees

only thesresults of these private professional deliberations, but a more

public description of the thought processes that underlie,teacher behavior

might serve to unify the Profession and proVide a basis arid forum for

,prefessional communication.

a

`le
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Another effeh of retearch on&teicbe,;thiaing-is to foster more

a. -

,collegial relation#hips-between teachits aand researchers. vy dspen-

.4erice"on teacher self-repor.ts in much of this reaearch-requires and supports
. ,

. , ). ..

/ a

.; this coljegiality. A'newfrespect'for theldsdom of the practitionevft follows

I,

r

yom the assumption that' whai goes on Lo claisreoms is.*a rationai-product
.

.

I

.
..

.

of teacher decision:making 'and planning,. Indiviedual research studies will
. , . . I. --

mdre:likely investigate toeics aqd questions ibat Xeiateto the needsiof
.

. 4'

prlicticing teachers when teachers are inVolved as'eotleagues in rhe endeaVói.
*.. .

.

.
. ..

.
.

'. This should help to close the gap between research and practice and to increase

;

the-eredibility of the éducariopal reseaich commtinity among practitioners.

Finally, diet ilirocesscof doing researchm teacher-thinking'holds the
'

promise of joining formerly'separate and inapenaent communities

of researchers and bodies of research. For example, research on teacher. .

-

planning has brought together many of the concerns and issues that have

been separately pursued by researchers on curriculum, researchers on instroc-
.

tlon, aftd.researaters on classroom management, ..As one curriculum theorist

recently said about research on teigher.thinking,"lt is encouraging 'that-ime

may yet learn not only how, but why, teacheis translate corridanm programs"

IIP
!(Wase, 1977,Qp. 271). The concerns of researchers on instruction and teacher

behavior and 'those of researchers on curricolvm and materials all come

together in-the minds of teachers as they,make the plans, judgments, and

decisions that gufde_their behavior. Indeed, the thinking.of teachers may

be the.Istrategic research topiethat yidlds the first practical theqry of
1.

instruction.
AID

Planning for Instruction:
A Strategic Site for Research on Teacker ThinkinX

Yor our purposes, we define planning as a process of.preparing a frame-
.

,work for guiding teacher action,. a proCess strongly oriented toward

414
-... ..

044.
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particular actiO raihpr Oan: sayi; knowledge or.self-develowent. In

,---;

this viewe theplanning..proces* involvacteacher thinking, decision,

;making, and judgment. The risearch described here is concerned primarily

wAth teacher planning for instruction.

The/study of teacher planning is an important research topic for four

reasonS. First, teacher planning is.a promising,site for the study of

teacher thinking and the relationship between thoughi and action in

teaching. Prior research (e.g" Pnterson, Marx, &.Clark, 1978) indicates

/

that teachers sre more able to'talk about their thmights while planning
.

.

for instruction than tOrecall,their thoughts while dctiallY engaged in

instruction. Second, teacher planning is a topic of concern to'practitioners.

Teacher preparation time increasingly appears as an iteth in teacher-cOng-

. tract negotiations. Furthermore; in5ormal conversation with teachers

and educational administrators.indicates a conviction on their part,that'

*.Planning for.linarruction is a very important aspect of their work. Third,'
.

the study 9f teacher planning.miy seiye as a window to the pedagogical .

.

ideals of teachers. In.describing plans-for,a lelson, week, unit, or
i

.

term, .and in 'comparing the actual'implementation of a plan with the
0

,

planned and hoped for scenario,'teachers may provide researchers with
a V

.

4 .
0 I

4
. valuable insights About theii implicit theories ofeteaching snelearning .

. .
A

. .

and the criteriaAgainst which they evaluate theitt own and other tedthers'

performance. Fourth; resuarch,ark teacher planning.offers'the possibility

of.linklitresearch on,curriculum' and research on teacher behavior... These
r .

'two.bodies of research havt developed relatively independently of cnd
. .

another, and beither.approach: has had the dfamatic impact on improvement
%.,

orpraFtice pnte hoped for.: it is our conViction that by studying how

consideration orcurriculum add initructional peiformance are brought _.7
. .....es'

. . . ......

_ .
together in.the mind

1

ol a,teacher during planning, we may be abAe to . A

.- ,- ,.
-

. .: 1 . ..

.1 * 9, .

. ,



bridge the gap and eventually'have a poSitive Impact on the'practice,of

teaching.

la.110

Research 4uestioni

A review of the literature on teacher planning will not be presented

here. A recent review by Clark and Yinger (1977) indicates that.
-

teachers, when planning; do not seem to follow t'h\e linear model that is

often prescribed in teacher training and curriculua\planning. In

particular, the teachers studied did not begin or guide their planning in

relation to clearly specified objectives or goals. Rather, teacher

planning seems to'begin with the content to be taught:and considerations

about the setting in which teaching will take place. the focus them

shifts to student involvement as a process objective. The activity, rather

than the Objective, seems to be the unit of planning. The model'dveloped

by Yinger (1ote 3) further proPoses that planning can be yiewed al the

progressive elaboration of a major idea, in contrw,t to the development of

a number of alternatives and selection of the optimum alternati(re froM

this set. Yinger also theorizes that the nature of the planning process

changes as a function of time in the natural history of the school year.

.Thai is, ppinning in September may be a rather different process from

planning in Haich.

Our review suggests that resealch on teacher planning shOuld focus

on mere representative fidd studies of the 'plOning process to Complement
.

-A

description and analysis of teacher pianuinx in highly controlled-laboratory

lettings. Beyond this, there is a need :An- research on the psychotogy of

planning, as well as description of the planning process. At this time,

we know very little about why teachers plah, how teacher planning behavior

changes wdth experience, and wheiiiler individual difference variables inz

0.1



fluence the quantity and

lused for research on the

1

P

style of teacher planning. Finally, there is a

relationship between teacher planning and subse-

quent action. This last research topic is perhaps the most promising point

of contact between research on teacher thinking and teaching effectiveness.

It is here that the outcomes of planning, both in term4 of organizing class;
4

room interaction forlhe.teacher and in influencing student involvement

and learning can be seen.

The research questions that guide the research described and pro-

posed here can be grouped under three major headings: the how of teacher

planning, the mbx of teacher planning, aad the relationshi betwean.ieacher

planning and teaching effectiveness.

The How of Teacher Planning

To answer the question "How do teachers plan?" we require deAcrip-

tions of both observable teacher behavior and teacher thought processes

while planning. We are interested in ehe amount and distribution of time

spent planning, settings in which planning takes place, the types of plan-

ning engaged in (both as to scope of the plan, such as yearly or daily,

and as to the differences.between planning of lessons for the-first

time compared with revising and adapting-previously taught mategal),

variety of the forms that plans take, resources used by teachers, sources

of ideas, differencei in planning related to different subject matters and

differences in the focus of plagning.(e.g., focus on teacher verbal behavior

compared with focus en student activity or teacher phYsical movement). In

exploring the psychology of planning, we need to know more about the psy-

chological processes that teichers use while planning. How do judgment,

visualization, memory, anditolerance of uncertainty contribute to teacher

planning? How-do teachers vary in the number and'variety of factors taken
.

m.



into account during planning? What roles 11; student.characteristics play

in teacher planning? Sociological factOrs such as teacher role definition,

institutional press, peer-expectations, add administrative regulations

can also be hypothesize& to shape and limit teacher planning behavior.

The Why of Teacher Plannin$

In addressing the question -"Why do teachers plan?" we are interested

both in teachers' motives'and_goals (internal influences on t-e!acher planning)

and external factors that influence teacher planning, .Hypotheses we

have entertained concerning teacher motives and goals for planning include

the reduction of anxiety, insuring equitable treatment of all students,

composition of4a smooth script for action, increosed subject7matter mastery,

conformity-to teaaer role expectations, and compensation for the isolation .

of the self-contained classroom. Witat other motives and goals may lie
-.

behind teacher-planning? What individual differences eiist in the mixed

and relative emphases of these motivations for planning? Among external

Influences on teacher planning, we have considered curriculum materials,

classroom'and school organization, administrative requirements,

accountability systems, and preservich and inservice *training. In

what ways do these aad other external factors influence thelemount and

kinds of teacher planning? What are the consequences df not planning or

of poor planning? And how do the forces that influence and motivate

teacher planning interact as the school year progrdsses and the classroom's

social system develops? "

I.

'reacher n .and Teaching Effectiveness -

In this third focus of our research we are conCerned both with teacher

effectiveness in planning as an end in itself, and with the effecto of teacher

planned classroOm behavior on student outcomes. What criteria do teachers use

I 5
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for jusiging the completeness of a 'plan? What are the differences, in

the eyes of teachers, between good plans'and adeloate plans? What is

important to know before entering the classroom? What 'part Ao teacher

A

expectations about students plaY? What is the relationship of a plan

to subsequent interactive teacher thoughts and actions and, through

teacher actions, to effets on students?

4

Vi"erThree Studies

, . .

Three separate but related stildies of teacher planning were con--- "

ducted during' the 1977-78-school year. Each study represented a different

appro4h to investigating how teachers plan for instruction and what

pAychological.proce6ses operate in their planning. .In addition,-these

three studies were designed to validate and elaborate:the model of

teacher planning proposed by Yinger (Note 3). 'We hope that these three'

Studies constitute thekbeginning of a series of teacher planning studies

that will investigate more fully each of the facets qf Yinger's model,
4

The three studies were: (1) a survey of teacher planning practices,

(2) a laboratory study of teacher judgmeiit in planning, and (3) a field study

of the relationship between teacher planning and teacher implementation of

instruction.- These studies are described in turn below.

Survey of Teacher 'Planning Practices

The primary purpose of the survey Vie to deseribe how elementary

teachers in general view,the process of planning. Teachers descrIbed,the

various kinds of planning'they engage in, the ionsiderations and constraints

that affect their planning, and the reasons for which they engage in planning

at variou's levels from yearly planning to-Oily planning. They answered

questione about differences in planning for various ubJect, matters.
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Method. The Teacher Planning Survey was.distributed to approxiMately
4 -

300 elementary 'school teachersenrolled,in graduate Courses at MIChigen State

University. The teachers were offered $10 to.complete and retarn the survey.

Pilot work indicatedthat the survey took between lk and 2 hours to COmplete4

Seventy-eight usab/e surveys.wemieturned, for a response rate of 26%.

-r

The first part of the survey was used to describe the personal charac-
.*

teristici of the respondents; Of the teachers completing the survey, 78%

were female and 22% were male. The mean number of. years.of teaching

experience was six (s..d. 4.0) and range'it from one rtk23 years. The

teachers responding represented every grade from kindergarten to sixth,

with 45% presently teaching in.the primary grades (K-3) andL2a presently

teaching in the upper elementary grades. Ten.percent wire subject matter

specialists, and.another 10% were in special education: Most of the

respondents taught in self-contained classrooms (70%), with 22% in team
.4

teaching situations, and 12% in non-graded classrooms. The teacher's

characterized the schools in which they taught as either urban (24%),

rural (36%),,or suburban (40%): All of the teachers had some graduate .

tratning, with 3% holding specialist degrees and 18% holding masters degreesis.'

The second part of the survey asked-teachers_to report the amounts

of time they plan during a typical week for vareous subjects and activities;

to describe the locations and circumstances in which they plan, and to.11st

the different types.of planning that they do.

Part 'three of the survey involvd writing deiailed de.scriptions of

three actual plans that each teacher had made and implemented in his or hü

classroom durihg the current school year. The'ieachers were asked to select

and describe exemples.of.plans representing the three most important types

of planning that they did during the year.
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Finally, the teachers were asked to.eompare and contrast their Olen- .

I.
ning-in language ats,' mathematics, science, and social studies, smWtto

respond to thi; question Nhat purposes does'plaining serve for you?"

Results. ,Basecripn the Survey of Teacher Plannigg'Practices, it

appears that:

- - Learning objectives are seldom the starting point for planaing.
Inatead,-teachers plan around their students and %round actiyitiek:

- - Teachers tend to limit their search for ideas,to resources that
are immediately available, such as. teach9 editions of textbooks,
magazine articles, films, and suggestions \from other teachers.

- - Teachers indicated that most 'of their planOing is done for
reading and language arts (averaging five hOrs per week) ,"
followed by math (2.25 hours/weeki, social studiei (1.7 hours/week),
and Science (1.4 hours/week).

- - Teacher planning ip more explicit and involves a longer lead
time in team-teaching situations than in self-contained class-
rooms. \4'

\.
1

- - The moat common 'form of written plans was an outline or,list
of topics to be covered, although many teachers reported that
the majority of planning was done mentally and bever committed
to paper.

.-- Planning" seems to operate no; only as a means of organizing
instruction, but as a source of psychological benefits
for the teacher. _Teachers reported that plans gave them
direction, security, and confidence.

The Laboratory Study of Teacher Judgment in Planning.

'Midler judgment is importane in the problem formulation and.
.

problem solving stages of the Yinger model of teacher planning. This

study was:designed to inyestikate the ways 4n which teacher judgment

is used to select.teachipg activities.
Nns -

Method. Teachers were asked

a -
t, Activities from a set oe.ictivilY

to make luils ments about language arts

deicriotions that varied systematically

on five preseleCted cues'or diMensiondimpottani in teacher judgment

4

4
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(student invOlvement integrationdifficulty, fit between purpose and

prodess, and demand on the teacher). 4.11.additIon to t4e policy capturing

approach of gftnerating r#gresSion equations that characterize teachers'

'judgmental policies based only on Iheir activity selections, wa asked some

ACE the teachers to think aloud as they made their select,Sons.' The

think-aloud'protocols provided the raw materiel for a process-tracing

approach to characterizIng the teachers' judgment Pruceeses. Hence, we

were able to compare products of two 'methods of. describing teacher' judg-,

meni based on the same task. In addition to the substantive kno4edge we
4.

gainedd'about the ways in which teachers miVce decisions, we addressed an

important -methodological question.3

.

Twentprfive upper elementary teachers participated in the judgment.

study. Six of these teachers also participated in a process tracing of

their thinking during the judgment task. 'EaCh teacher was asked to rate.

32 different language sits activAties on attractiveness, appropriateness,.

probability of,use,,

. .

computed yielding a

each teacher.

aleeffectiveness.. Regression equalkins were-
...

judgment policy for each of the four judgments for

Results. Preliminary analyses of the Laboratdry Study of Teacher

Judgment in pladning Indicate that:

.For some teachers the five manipulated activity dimensions
accounted for as much as 50% of the variation in their rat-
ings, and for others there was no systematic relationship-
between the five dimensions'and teaCher judgments.

study by Tinge* (Note 5) egamined the:judgment processes of Dediatriciang
using a design similar to the.one.described here. Vlnger also contrasted
'the results of policy-capturing, methodology with a prooeis.tracing approach
in that:litudy. The present study applied.this design to an educatiOnel set-
ting and avoided some of the methodologiCal problems that Vinger encountered
in.his earlier work.

f

- *4.
* :9

I.

.41
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Fifteen of the 19. teachers whdse policies we examined had,
.tegression.equations that agcoUnted fct a significant

,yroportion of the variancein their ratings-of-activities..
on at least one judgment, 13 of the 19'had significant

pollcyequations on at least two of the jUdgments, 11 of
the 19 had significant poliay equations for three ornate,
of theludgments, and six of the teachers had significant

policy equations fot all foui.

In caller inwhich the give menlpulated activity dimensions
Actompted fortwa significant proportiOn.of the variance in
teacher ratings, the reeression--equationa ranged from :

simple to 4omplex. Of the 19-teachers whose policies .we
examined, six had policies that could be expressed

interas of all five manipulated activity.features,
twtrhad four-featurepolicies, twii had three-featurc pol-
icies, and dhe teacher had a one-feature-policy.

-

-

In the 43 sanificant policy equations.obtained from
analyzinuthe judgments' of 19 teachers, the activity
dimension contributing most frequently as a predictor-
of teacher.judgment was Student lnyolvement, followed
blrIptegration, Difficulty, Fit Between PUrpose and
Procesi "ariAstievand on the Teacher..

v, ---,-
, --

Results of the 'process-fracing,analyses suggest that .
the teeche'rs engaged in a four-step prócee,s when making
judgments.about activities. First,'the teiCher-trie4 to
understand ihe agtivity. SeCond, hi or she imagined using-
it in the classroom. In the third step, the teacher
thought Of ways to modify or .adapt the'activIty to avoid
problems-foreseen in. Step 2, and finally, the teacher
created a mental image of the revised version of-the
activity. It was this Imental version".thattiachert
seemed to be judging when responding to questions about
each of the activities.

f

The Field Study of Teacher Plannine_and Plan Implementation'

17

.4.,44.11.41.
- -
011
a-r

.1

The purpose of this study was to trace the entire process of planning,

from the Moment a. teacher fdrst came into-contaot'ith.an Idea or a
A

set of materialsjthroug h the elaboration and adaptation of the plah to fit

a partichiar_class of-students, to impleientetien of, that planpand, finally,

evaluaticin of both the Planning process and the implementation of the plan.

The study is seer as a longitudinal case history of a plan. In this study,,

...se observed the planning Protege in considerably mote detail than the
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questionnaireOr-interview !methodology pettnitie, and with coneiderablyNimore

realism than the judgment.study described above involves. TI;e study is a

replication of parts of lingee.s 1977.case study of teacher plianing.

mlialsa.. Each teacher kept a journal

ning and thinking about planning in.great
-

documenting his or her plan-

,

detail. Sfweekly interviews and'

classroom observations by researchers were used to supplement the journal

, data. The stuidy produced life' histories of five plans. One plan was pro-

duced jointliby a two!-teacher team,. end the remaining four plans were de-
.

veloped by-teachers working alone.,

Each teaCher was asked to plan a two-yeek unit on writing th t he or%

she h never taught before. We allowed about three weeks for pl nning and
-

two weeks Lor classroomenactment of the'plan.

Results. Each of the plans was unique; the topics and activities

- ...were different for each teliker. Oa first attempts to summarize the life

histories of the-five plans were in terms of Yinger's psychological process

model of planning. In general, we found suppori for the model. A cyclical

.pianning procesp rather than a linear one was characteristic of all the

plans. Rather .than moving from well specified and carefully itated

obiectives and proceeding to designing activities to meet these obleepives,

our teaehers more cemmonly began with a general idea and moved through

th phases of succeseiue elaboratioe.-
e,

Ev ence was also found fp: a distinction between-thCproblem finding

stage' of pla. ing and the pebblem formulation/solution stage. Soma of
%

.

the teachers spent great deal of ime and energy generating a topic or

idea for their writing it.-. The search-process appeared to be distinctlY

0
different froi the elaborat end refinement of the idea in subsequent

.planning.

.1)
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A third cohfirmation related to the process model was thejiuggestion

.of a phase siructure to the design process used by some teachers.. These

:teachers were observed progressing through the successive phases of

elaboration, Avestigation, aed adaptation at different periods in their .

4

planning. 4 1

At this very general level, them, we have found.that the process

modekof teacher planiting fits,well with the,plannfng that we have

observed. At a more Molecular level, however, we found that there wdre

interesting individual.differences in how our teachers followed this

11.

general process.

One interesting distinction sMong teachers found in our pre-

liminary analysis was related to the 'Comprehensiveness of the teachers'. Plans.

Two of *the Plans Were characterized by litt;e'tize,spent generating an idea,

a short problemLfinding stage,-brief unit pfinning, and 'considerable

reliance on actually trying out an activity in the classroom. The remaining

three plans, in contrast, were characterized by a longer problem finding

. period, a pore elabortite unit planning process, and reliance on actual

A classroom trYout. 'Ale former group we hive come to describe as incrdmental
..

planner9. By this, ye mean that they eeem.to prefer to move in a seriis of

shori'planning 'steps, relying on day-to-aay-information from the clessromm.

The.latter group we call comprehensive planners. These4teachatis were more

concerned Vith developing a well-defined fremework fdi future action at a

mare .co!prehensivt- iivel. They tended to be More Concerned wlth the unit

as.a whole, and were very careful to specify their plans as-completely-Ds

. possible before beginning to teach.

orhe product that the incremental planners.were most concerned with

Wee an activity or a-set of activities to get the'unit started. OnCe this

activity was implemented, the problem for these plannirs,became one of

as
.,
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answering the question, "Where do-we go.from here?" lhe planning cycle in

incremental planning moved between actual claasroom experience with ehe

plan and refkection on what the next logical step should be, given the

particular.reactions of ;he students to the initiated activities.

Incremental planners in our study placed.a high value on spontaneity and

on staying; in close contact with the needs and states of their students.

One of oucintremental planners explained thatshe had had unpleasant

experiences in the past with making elaborawand detailed_plans that

'"bombed" because'they 'were inconsistent ulith student need's at the moment..

. It seemm to us that incremental planners buy the advantage of remain-

ing in tune.with their students at the expense of not necessarily knowing

where thei are going.. When,difficulties are 'encountered in mid-implementation,

the incremental planner* does not have i detailed uniOlan.to re-examine,

adjust, trim dawn, or,otherwise modify Weeet the difficulty. In one of

our cases, when the sindents did not reipond enthusiastically-to the teacher's

opening gambit, the only alternative that oFcurred to the teacher Yaa.to-drop

the entire unit.
a

The comprehensive planner siends a great deal of.time and energy in .

both the problem finding and'design stages of the psychological process model.

The main pro4uct of these deliberations is a very detailed long-range plan.

The trying out of this plan or activities that compose it iS usually done

mentally or vicariously, rather than -actually in the classroow..

. .

The eleboratiok investigation, and adaptation
\
processes of.the design cycle

ars 1uilt much more on predictions.about how students migheor might not

react to implementation of the plan.; Before the plan is actually imple-
.

mentect the teadher hairs rethei complete picture of what to anticipate.

k

When afficulties.orynanticipated events and distractionvoccur duriag

r
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. imptementation,,the planner can refer back tp the fully elaborated unit

: plan as an aid in deciding how to Solve tpe problem. For skimpy!: one of

our teachers who was a compreh6nsive plfnner fOund,that the teaching of his
%

. unit wassoing much more slowly than he'had thought it would. His reaction:

to this difficulty was to re-exemfne the plan and eliminate some of the

activities and objectivei that he had earlier intended to include in later

stages of the unit.

The comprehensive planner has something to go back ,to when adaptation

is neieseary. The incremental planner, in a sense, must go back to square

one after each activity. Of course, the disadvantage of comprehensive

planning might be that the teacher feels locked into a course of action

that miiht not be in .tune with the needs .and states of his or her students.

In addition, it seems that 'i great deal more time and energy ire required

in comprehensive planning before4implementatiod can even begin to take

place than in incremental planning. Comprehensive planning may also call

for considerable confidence in one's ability to predict the reactions and

responses of students. Comprehensive plana ire much more likely to be

successfully implemented mhen the teacher, has guessed right about tidy the

activities will be received"
A

and much more likely to be frustrating

A

exp4riences when studenttreactions are quite unpredictable.

Both compribensive planning and,incremental planning seem to be'

'adaptive for the teachers who use them. It may be that the same teacher

would be described as a comprehensive planner for certain situations and
.

,

al; an incremental planner fox others. We have no bailie for suggesting that

yrwsorkirtit

-1(

comprehensive-or ncremental styles of planning are traits or characteristici,

of the planner that are resistant to change or in some fundamental may part'

of the;personality. .

addition tO thse 'general and preliminary results of the field
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study, we-found that the process of journal keeping was a.very powerfu/ ek-

perience for the teachers who undertook it. JThey reported. that Otey learned
t, 1

a great deal about their thinking and teachine. Until asked to keep a de-

tailed report of their planning, they did not realize how much thought and

energy they put into planning for.instruction. In a sense, they were newly

a

appreciating themselves as professionali.This-leads.uS to believe-that

structured jounal keeping might.be a powerful toql for inservice teacher

training. A

Discussion
ft

The three methods of inquiry we used in our research on teacher'

planning have inherent strengths and limitations. The survey matho4 allowed

us to contact a relately large number of teachers and to learn about the

different types of planning thaethey do. A limitation of the survey pis that

the teachers vere asked'to recollect'and describe plians Oey had made

in the past. Al's the survey produced ratherigeneral.descriptiOns of da-

ferent types of teacher plans, possibly distorted by memory lapses.

The study of teacher judgment.was much more narrowly focused than the

survey. The judgment task was characterized by considerable experimental

control. The mataerials, the task, and the experimental situation vere.ident-

. ical for all-participating tgacherS. Yet this experiMental control may,have

been booght.at the cost of representativeness. The judgment tadivitself.

(espeeiiily for the six teachers who thought aloud), was different from

anything they had done before, although not so different that-they found it
6

ihreasonable,or too difacult to perform. Ali a iesult, we have Married how

teachers exercise judgment about language arts activities under a pfrticular

set of conditions. At this time, we do, not know tha extent to imihich our

I.
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finding! generalize to other judgment iituationa .--,...

_ .

.. ,..40,.. ..,;., '--4--. . '

. .... .

The field study of a plan's ilAe.hfse444permitted us to observe
. .1 i.

.4 r

'teaeher.plannihg as.it happened. The journal and-interyiew trikthod'proviat
. ...

. .

' 4

J
I

more depth and detail than the syr
.

vey and was moreilistic tharcthe judg-

. ..1

.

,.. .

ment stildy,task. But-this method is very time-consuminU We were'able to
.

. . . .
. .

iork with only.sfx teachers, and their accounts of the plktnning process are'

. 1

shaped in unknown ways by the limits of introspection and self-report. "

Each ofsthe.three studles, Olth its.strengths and ltmitations, caa
. .

?

stand on its awn as a modest contribution to our knowledge'abOut teacher'

planning. What we are concerned with here is howthe composite picture of

-.teacher planning that is emerging from qur wori Might...bp greaer thati the

4

things work and come to be ehelway theY are result from changes ip the,re-

4

sum of ;hese individual-pares. This could be the caie if to take.the poii-

tion that the researcher is the primary.instrilment of inVestiption kg stuigr

Pmg phenomena as complex as teacher thinking in natdralistIc seteings.. Both
. ,

.

the.description of the phenoMpnon of interest and the understanding of haw

searcher's conceptualization of his or her expeiience. The data themselves

do not tell the story. Rather, the researcher tells a story thitt is grounded.

in hii or her experience in collecting thl data. The process:

search leads td understandind'that which is investigated. Ea

data thal,result.frbm'a research study constitute the residue

or artifactesof this research pt cess.

of doing re-

a way, 'th

of sympt its

8.

IP

4

"This view of the* researcht. as.iinstrument led us,'perhips,unconsciouily:

-to pursue,spveral different kinds of rgsearch on teacher planning more or
....

. -
4 .*

less siMultineouslY. In retrospecto.this proiess of simultineous.multiple
0

method* of research makes good senfe because we believe that the tension,of .

hiving to take different perspectives on teacher planning as we bunk our

.4
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mental Conceptioneof whit planning is,..how it works, and that its effects

are, led us to a richer and more multidimensional picture-of teacher plan-

ning than we might otherwise have developed.

BacallOur assumption that what ,teacheriedo is rational and sensible.

Our,questioh'..thr became,"Ip whit way does this or that instance-of.planning

make sense?" By experiencing multiple types of planning and dqscribing and
e

investigating,th4P through different methods, we wre forced to integrate the
f 4

many'different ways in which teachers make sedsq of their experience and to

sort out the underlying processes common to all or almost all cases of

planning.
4 I.

In a way, we used the more traditional approach to data analysis

as a nort of stimulateerecall exercise. Thpt is, our examination of,

the artifacts of the research process help us to make explicit: justify,

document, and illustrate ko others what $4re wive learned about teacher plan-
.. , .

aft during the.research-Prpcess itself. There is an important distinction

between wha,9644)4eicragng here ind a. completely apbjective or ideo-

graphic approac
. $

explicit the th

I

and making sense o

titthitbsta -1!te-nce.. In tile present case we have made. -
R.

64i%tr:at ve,uPed- in entering, perceiving,

work is

provide

we see.

not so ciystalized as to

an'initial set of categorid

eachff planning,..-This,theozetical.frate-

In this kind of re4Warch, the reselph

I-
O 4

ao.desire to test or elaborate theoretical ideas a

,,
se. if -

unmodifiaili by ,cperfizeeeStii.it does.
't 1

itad orkailize whet
4osr

evitab,wktorn' VetWeen
ee" i

.
desire tr4lictiricand .

4atersitink
,

1.

d in the
e4 ,

,4

210te
éticl.

the situation in'tk. saM terms as the partici

back and forth 14tween grounded 'th v tittilding

*

phenomenology and con tual catego iei of the particip

testing and elaboration mode can we build a genuinely

structure.

,

a

.
.

4
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% No. 13 *Data anal sis strate ies for uasi-ex erimental studies where differential
voup and individual growth rates are assumed. S. Olejnik. 1978! .$2.15

No. 14

No. 15

.

cum Pilot Observational Study of Reading Diagnosticians, 1976. A. Lee
& A. Weinshank. 1978. 42.QO (with complete data, $.5.75) '

a lication: Basic Nana ement
VOI. 1. J.F. Vinsonhaler,'C.C.
1978. $4.50

to clinical roblem-solvinkresearch and

Wagner, A.S. Elsteire, & L.S. Shulman.

No. 16. The user's mandal.for the Basic Managemsil informatl System: BM/a
technical manual Vol. 2. C.C. Wagner, J.F. Vinsonha er, A.S.'Elstein, &
L.S. Shulman. 1978. $17.00

No. 17 Teachers' conceptions of reading: The evolution of a research stqiiy...

R. Barr & C.C....Duffy. 1978. $1.25

No. 18 A study of teacher planning: Description and model of preactive decision
making. R.J. Yingpr. 1978. $4.25

No. 19 Fieldwork as basis
1978. $2.25

No. 20 Choiqe of a model

for theoYy 6uilding in research on teaching. R.J. Yinger.

for research on teacher thinkigg. C.R. Clark. 1978.
$1.50

No. 21 ..Corual conter D.J. Freeman.
. 1978. $2.25

No. 22 An econometric perspective ortclassroom reading instruction. B.W. Brown &
D.H. Saks. 1978. .$1.75

No. 23 Identifying cuea for use in studies of teacher judgment. C.M. Clark4
R.J. Yinger, & S.C. Wildfonk. 1978. $1.75

No. 24 Teacher autonO4 and the control.of content taught. A.C. Porter. 1978. $1.75

.No. 25 Don't they all measure the same.thine Consequences of standardized test
selection. R.E. Floden, A.P. Porter, Waf. Schmidt, & D.J. Freeman. . 1978. _ $1.30

*No. 26 Critical moments ilk the teaching of mathematits. J.C. lhroyer. 1978.

No. 27 Characteristics of the clinicaizroblem-solvini Model and its relevance
to educational research. (Formerly available as an IRT collateral_paper.)
A.S. Elstein, L.S. Shulman, J.F. Vinsonhaler, C.C. Wagner, & L. Bader.
.1978. $1.25

*No. 28. The consistency of readins diagnosis.. J.F. Vinsonhaler....
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Developing spaulated cases Of reading and
L. Patriarca J. VanRiaele,l, & L. Lezotte.

".

SImulating_ the problem solving_Of readit4
J.F. Vinsonhaler. 1978.

learning disabilities:
1978.

clinicians. D, Cil, C.C. Wagner, &
kr

. *No: 31 Training.rEading specitsts in diagnosis. G. SherMan. 1978.

No. 32 ClasSroom management in the.elementary grades,. J.E. Brlophy & J.C. Putnil.

1978. $3.25

No. 33 An ethnographic study of a teacher's claSsroom pers pective: Implicatlons

for curriculum. V.J. Janesick. 1978: $2.25 .

No. 34_ Its_111:492LAjdad letters: SOcial_perspectives On the teaehinz_ of
'writing. S. Florio. 1978. $1.50

_ .

No. 35 Measuring ehe content of instruction. W.H. Schtildt. MR,. $1150

*No. 36 The relationship, of teacher alienation to school workplacg characterigticR
and career stages of teachers. M.J. Vavrus. 1978. $2.50

No. 37 The "relationship between diagnosis and iemediation in reading: A pilot

study. A."Weinshank. 1978. $1.75

No. 38 TeacITI_ItikatILJatilAmicliaa_REtLEEtESI. T.E. Evans 6' J.L%
-Byers. 1979. $2.00

*Nu. 39 The teackinI styles aE South Bay School. B. Joyce. 1979. $2.25

*No. 40 Teachers' thou,glits while teaching.

*No. 41 Measurinl teachers.' beliefs about
1979. $1.75

B. joyce. 1979. $2.25

reading, G.G. Duffy & V. Menem?.

No, 42 Studies of clinical pioblem-solving behavior in reading diagnosis. D. Gil,

J.F. Vinsonhaler,A.C.C. Wagner. 1979. $2.00-

*No. 43 Study of the value/belief patterns of teachers and administrators.
P. Cusick. 1979...

Wu. 44 Teacher_perceptions of student affect. R.S. Prawat. 1979. $2.50

*No. 45 Clinioal problem solving in reading: Theory and research. D.,Gil,

L. Hoffmeyer., J. VanRoek4, Vinsonhaler, & A. Weinshsnk. 1979.
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No. 44. Defining readin g dia nosis: Wby,what and.how .43-1_,--44-ifinserthaterT--
$ .00

Occasional Papers

No. 1 Teachere concerns and cohceptions qf reading and the te4stiag_ELEERcilnw..
A literature review. C. Belli, C. Blom,& A.. Reiser. 1977., $2.25

No. 2, Teachers lind eedearchets: Toward 4 roper division of labor. C. Kennedy.
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No. I A causal analysis of attitudes toward leadership training in a classroom
crafting. 3.E. Hunter, R.F. Huntes 6 J.E.'Lopi4.- 1978. $2.90. .
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*No. 4 The teacher as zolleague in*clabiroom research. S. Florio & M. Walsh,

.1978.-

'No.'5 Form and function in mother-toddler M.L.

Doniahue. 1978. 4.75

No.11 Individual school buildings do account for differences in Measured pupil
performance. L.W. Lezotte & J. Passalacqua4. 1978. $1.25

No: 7 Research on teaching: kdynamic area of inquiry. J.E. Lanier. 1978. $1.25

No. 8 Test design: ,A view from practiCe. L.S. Shulman. 1978. $1.75

No. 9 Relationships between testing and curriculum. A.C. Porter. 1978: $1.00

No. 10 nyoblogy and mathematics education revisited: 1976. L.S. Shulman. 1978. ,

$1.75

4

No. U. Scienc1e and mathematics education: Retrospect and prospect. L.S. ShIlman '
& P. Tamir:--1978. $2.00

No. 12 kelating theory to practice in educational research: A workingjpaper.
L.S. Shulman. 1978. $1.75

No; 13 Classroom discipline: Toward a diaspostic model.iategrating teachers!
thoughts and actions. D. Cil & P.S. Heller. 1978. $1.00

No. 14 Attention and modality effects in STM: A second look:. T. Evans 15 J. Byers.
1978. $1.75

No. 15 Mere ethnolraphy: Some.problems in its use in educational practice.
F. Erickspn. 1979. $2.00

,No. 16 On standards of descriptive?' validity In studies'of classroom activity,
F. Erickson. $2.00

*No. 17 Changes in school characteristics collicident with changes ih'student
achi,,yement. W.B. Brookoyer & L.W.'Lezotte. 1979. $5.00 (Executive.
Summary f1.00)

No. 18 Advances.in teacher effectiveness relearch-.--4-B..11:Wir..7.1-1-979.
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--4o719---AeSVA-r-ch-on teaching in the artsr Review, analysis, critique. L.S.
Shulman. 1979.

*14a. ;0 Unid1mensiona1 mcareemnent cnnfirmatov factor analysis. J:E. Hunter
D.W. Gerbing.

No. 11 UsingLobseryationto improve your teaching. J.E. Brophy. ,1979. $1.50.
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No. 1 'CurritILIL Invisible
Col1to Researchers ou Teaching, November 17-19, 1976. 1977. $4.25
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1'

No:- Z Report of a seminar on Cield research methodit^ein education. P.A. Cusickw
. .
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,

No. 3 Proceedings of the Research-on-Teaching Mathematicu Conference, May 1-4,
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No. 4 roles A challemp ior the education
comniunity.. L.D. Shalaway, J.E. Lanier et al. 1978. $3.50'
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